Video Conference Lighting,6.3" Selfie Ring Light with Clamp Mount
for Video Conferencing,Webcam Light with 3 Light Modes&10 Level
Dimmable for Laptop/PC
Monitor/Desk/Bed/Office/Makeup/YouTube/TIK Tok Review-2021

Adjustable Brightness & ColorLED ring light has 3 light colors - warm, warm white, white. Each
lighting mode has 10 different brightness. Color temperature is adjustable from 3200K (Warm) 5600K (Cool). The bright colors can create a unique atmosphere and meet your various needs.
Compact Ring Light with Mounting Clamp6.3 inch compact design with an anti-scratch mounting
clamp (Max Mouth Opening Size:3.5 cm) allows this ring light to be mounted on your desk, laptop,
chair, bed, conference table, even your PC monitor, laptop and anywhere you desire with strong
stability. The weighted metal clamp will keep your LED ring light in balance even just place simply
on the table for using.
Stability and DurabilityThe stand light frame is made of aluminum and the clip is made of metal,
which is strong against heavy work and prevents deformation. 360Â°rotation ball head allows you
the adjust the video light angle, providing a proper position lighting. LED ring lights that are active in
various scenes such as live internet broadcasting, web conferencing, telework, video calls,
self-portraits, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc!
USB PoweredCan be used in combination with laptop computers, PC, mobile batteries, USB
chargers, and various USB interfaces. You can control the power on/off and switch to your favorite
lighting mode. The length of the power cord is up to 200CM, and you can use it without hesitation,
such as reading in the bedroom, working in the office, making up in the restroom, camping outdoors,
and broadcasting live. The ring light is stable when the power adapter is 5V/2A.
Video conference lighting for remote workingThis video conference lighting for laptop helps in Video
Conference Remote Working, Zoom Calls and remote education, beauty our looking, makes work
more effective.Try it without risk! If there is a quality problem with your LED ring light, we offer a 3
month warranty and a 30 day unconditional return policy.JAOXISOU 6.3 " Selfie Ring Light with
Clamp Mount
3 Color Modes & 10 Level Brightness - Capture your own fantastic moments.
Hand Free - Clamp on laptop/PC/table/desk/bed and rotate any angle to free your hands.
Anti-Scratching Clamp - Have anti-scratch rubber to protect your furniture or monitor from scuffing.
USB Powered - Conveniently powered by using power bank, AC adapter etc.
Multifunction - Works both as photography ring light and table lamp, or even monolights.
USB Power Design-Not Need Battery
The design of USB power (5V) supply can make your shooting scene and time no longer limited.
Notebook computers, PC, Power banks, USB chargers, AC adapters and any other USB port can
provide power for the ring light. USB is long enough to make it convenient to use.
Powerful Metal Clamp
Metal spring, strong and durable, with even stronger fixing force, can be firmly fixed.The clamp
mount has anti-scratch rubber and is non-slip to protect the pinched area from scratches.
Easy to Carry with You Anywhere!
The Ring Light is compact, lightweight and sturdy, you can take your ring light to different locations
with ease. And also easily to carry in your luggage for traveling.
Usage Scenarios
Video Conferencing,Remote Working,Makeup Lighting, Live Streaming, Take Selfie,Vlogging,
Virtual Teaching, Video Recording, Zoom Call Lighting, Photography, Table Lamp. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

